This report describes the importance of oscillations in brain function and introduces metaphors to quantum dynamics. In order to analyze scattering processes at the level of elementary particles Werner Heisenberg proposed the use of the so-called S-Matrix to understand nuclear interactions by studying ingoing at outgoing particles. Later, Richard Feynman developed useful schemes in order to visualize processes of elementary particle interactions. In the present report a metaphor to Feynman Diagrams is developed in order to model the "Ongoing Brain Activity and Event Related Oscillations". The response susceptibility of the brain shows a probabilistic causality similar to uncertain processes in elementary particle physics. A new grammar called Brain Feynman Diagrams is proposed in order to show brain oscillatory responses as a more visible construct in comparison to conventional compound brain potentials.
Conceptual models in neuroscience 1
The most complex system in the universe that we can observe and perform measurements is the brain. Similar to the physicists who established general frameworks in the last four centuries to explain the vast extent of physical or astrophysical phenomena, "Brain Dynamics" has to integrate several conceptual frameworks, including the quantum dynamics concept. For those of us doing brain research, models are words that refer to concepts, theories, or conclusions that purpose to explain or illustrate how the whole brain or some part of it functions. In a way, a model is a form of explanation where the unknown is explained through the known.
All living systems are made up of physical parts and these directly determine the biological processes. Physical processes are closely associated with psychophysiological processes. Two such physical processes pertain to hemodynamics (e.g. Hagen-Poiseuille's) and to the propagation of electrical activity. Accordingly, scientists that study the brain frequently use metaphors of physical sciences. Examples are the use of Feynman diagrams (Başar, 1998 (Başar, , 1999 , strategies of quantum mechanics, principles of nonlinear dynamics, entropy and synergetics. The laser light and the synchrony of neurons in cognitive processes have a common theoretical framework, although, from the viewpoint of their mechanism, they are completely different; one is a physical event and the other a phenomenon of cognition.
Parallel to the developments in neuroscience, a magnificent breakthrough took place in physical sciences at the beginning of the 20th century with the works of Henri Poincarré, Albert Einstein and the Copenhagen School with Niels Bohr, Werner Heisenberg, Max Born, and Erwin Schrödinger. In parallel, important areas emerged and new concepts were formulated in interdisciplinary sciences. These included molecular biology which evolved with the works of Jacques Monod, "Cybernetics" which was developed by Norbert Wiener, "Synergetics" by Hermann Haken, "Dissipative Structures" by Ilya Prigogine (1980) , and "Catastrophe Theory" by René Thom.
Parallel to developments in Neuroscience in the first half of the 20 th century, Ramon ỳ Cajal, Hans Berger, and Lord Sherrington created new methodological trends in neurological sciences Psychology experienced a magnificent breakthrough with the works of Karl Lashley 1929 , Donald Hebb 1949 , to mention only a few. Again in the first half of the 20th century, Friedrich von Hayek launched a very important theoretical frame but being an economist and thus mainly a theoretician, he did not perform experiments to provide empirical support for his theory. The study of the cognitive processes within the realm of these recently developed areas have been largely facilitated with the use of fast computers, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), and positron emission tomography (PET).
Synchronization in neural assemblies of the brain and "whole brain" approaches
Synchronization in neurons plays an important role in brain function. What does synchronization refer to in the brain? There are two classes of synchronized clocks in the brain.
(1) Synchronous neural oscillators in a given special brain structure (Eckhorn et al., 1988; Singer, 1989) (2) Large scale synchrony between distant structures (Von Stein and Sarnthein, 2000; Varela et al, 2001; Başar, 2004; Bressler and Tognoli, 2006) .
The EEG consists of the activity of an ensemble of generators producing oscillatory activity in several frequency ranges. These "brain oscillators" are active usually in a random way. However, with application of sensory-cognitive stimulation, these generators become coupled and synchronized; they start acting in a coherent way. Synchronization and enhancement of EEG activity produce the "evoked" or "event-related" oscillations that are phase-locked to the stimulus. Or they may be nonphase-locked to the stimulus and thus have an "induced" character.
The compound event-related potential (ERP), which includes the responses of ensembles of neural populations, represents a transition in the brain from a disordered state to an ordered one. The morphology of the ERP waveform is an outcome of the superposition of evoked/event-related oscillations. The "natural frequencies" of the brain which compose these oscillations range from the delta band (0.5-3.5 Hz) to theta (3.5-7 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz) and gamma (30-70 Hz) bands. That the oscillations are the basic responses of the brain nowadays finds strong support from a large number of neuroscientist who endeavor to the understand the brain and the way it functions in cognition (Yordanova and Kolev, 1998; Freeman 2006) .
Causality in quantum mechanics and its parallel in brain dynamics
In 1943 Werner Heisenberg (see Heisenberg, 1961) formulated the so-called "S-matrix Theory" of particle interactions. In this theory, Heisenberg (1961) tried to use only those concepts with clear operational significance. The theory is concerned only with the outcomes of scattering or collision processes and not with the detailed sequence of events taking place during the process. The basic quantities of interest in high-energy physics, and more particularly in the study of strong interactions are the collisions or the scattering, and the amplitudes between sets of initial and final particles, the collection of which is called the S-Matrix (Barut, 1967; Feynman, 1962; Heisenberg, 1961) . The basic assumption of the S-matrix formalism is that, before the interactions, each physical system, considered with "all its evolution," can be represented by a well-determined way Ø in (or collection of vectors) in a Hilbert space (Η in ) of "incoming" or "initial" free-particle states. After the interactions, it can be represented by a welldetermined way Ø out in a Hilbert ( Η out ) of "outgoing" or "final" free-particle states. The Smatrix should determine the cross-section for the production or annihilation of particles. The Smatrix can also be considered as a pure function that transforms all the momenta before collision to the momenta after the collision (Barut, 1967) .
In 1983, Başar proposed to model the brain using the S-matrix in quantum mechanics where cross-sections of production of elementary particles are predicted, as a metaphor. In neural mechanisms quantal processes are not as yet observed; this represents a parallel to uncertainty dynamics. This proposal was further developed within a framework of super-synergy in the brain (Başar, 2006) . The laws of quantum physics are of a statistical character. This means that they are valid for not a single system but an aggregation of identical system; accordingly, they cannot be confirmed by measurements on one individual but by a series of repeated measurements from that individual. In Einstein's words "Quantum physics formulates laws that govern crowds and not individuals; not properties but probabilities are described. Laws do not disclose the future of systems but govern the temporal changes in these probabilities. As in quantum physics, laws on the brain in specifically cognitive processing are valid for a great congregations of individual units. They are valid not for single neurons but for neural populations. What applies to quantum mechanics also applies to the dynamics of chaotic systems. In systems not properties but probabilities are described, laws disclose the change of the probabilities over time; and they are valid for congregations of units.
In contrast to modern physics and quantum dynamics, the approach to the study of the brain/body-mind requires more than knowledge on parameters and dimensions. We have to include in this analysis multiple uncertainties or uncertain causalities. These multiple causalities originate from (1) nonlinear properties of the vegetative system (e.g. irregularities in biochemical transmitters, cardiac output, turbulences in the vascular system, respiratory apnea, nonlinear oscillatory interactions in peristalsis); (2) nonlinear behavior of neuronal electricity (e.g. chaotic behavior of EEG); (3) genetic modulations; and additionally (4) nonlinear properties of physical processes in the body.
Conceptual work and experimental designs lead to essential steps in brain research. When designing an experiment, the EEG should not be considered as a non-dynamic or a passive background during a cognitive process. According to this new type of experimental design, it appears that for the comprehension of event-related potentials (ERPs), a new set of parameters in our work on the paramount EEG must be considered, which is tentatively named "brain indicators". The following is a provisional list of indicators, 1) The nonlinear correlation dimension which influences the degree of order in the spontaneous activity; 2) Phase angle of the brain waves and their amplitude modulation envelopes (Bullock and Başar, 1988) , rms 3) Values of various EEG frequencies, 4) Coherence in space and, coherence in time for each frequency.
Using these indicators now it is possible to move on to a new type of file, named the "brain state matrix". Earlier publications, attempted to create a picture of this matrix by stating that the brain state could be described by several measures of instantaneously defined EEG properties, outlined above as indicators, during a given short period of approx. 0.05-1 s (Başar, 1983a, b) . The knowledge of parameters in such a matrix enables the experimenter to roughly predict the shape, amplitude, and frequency content of the ERP. The amplitude of an evoked response (evoked potential, EP) often strongly depends on the amplitude of the ongoing activity (Rahn and Başar, 1993a, b) . These experiments showed that, if the subject's EEG is already in a coherent state, the physical sensory stimulation does not create a new, more coherent state. There is no EP to a physical stimulus in such a coherent state of the brain.
The results can be extended with nonlinear descriptors by stating that, if the dimension of the EEG is low, the transition of the EEG to a lower dimension is not possible or difficult. In other words, as explained earlier, if the brain's electrical activity shows a low entropy state (high-order), the transition to a lower entropy state is difficult (Başar, 1980) . The amplitude and the shape of the outgoing response or of the outgoing activity (evoked activity) are inversely correlated with the ISSN 1303 5150 www.neuroquantology.com ongoing activity. The outgoing response is a function of the ongoing activity. The expression of ongoing and outgoing activities is used here in reference to an important analogy in elementary particle physics. The S-matrix introduced by Heisenberg was applied to elementary particle physics and to the nuclear reactions by considering ongoing and outgoing waves. This basic knowledge will be a prerequisite to build Feynman diagrams shown in figures 2-7. 
Feynman Diagrams
The Feynman diagrams that are used in elementary particle physics have been developed in order to describe and predict the electromagnetic processes, whereby electrons and photons interact. This can give rise to drawings that appear complicated such as the one in Fig. 1 . In this Feynman diagram, a single electron enters on the left at A, and then a single electron emerges on the right at B. To a nonphysicist it looks as though one electron has directly moved from A to B. The interactions are, indeed, complicated; there is a type of "grammar" to these diagrams, which allows only certain configurations to be realized in nature. This grammar results from the basic laws of physics, such as conservation of energy and conservation of electric charge. Particle physicists have found that this complexity should be handled in a reduced form, and in order to understand the behavior of electrons and photons, approximations are used which neglect all but simple Feynman diagrams. By considering roughly the simple hundred diagrams for certain processes, physicists have been able to predict important relations precisely.
Our research group proposed (that by introducing the Brain State Matrix which is composed of several EEG indicators, it would be possible to predict several brain reactions which are analyzed as sensory evoked and eventrelated potentials Başar 1983 Başar , 1988 Başar , 1998 Başar and Güntekin 2007) . In brain research we often describe the evoked potentials as a transition from an unexcited brain state to an excited one. However, the brain waves are often excited due to as yet hidden sources. Thus, the EEG can often be considered as superposition of internally evoked potentials stemming from unknown sources within the CNS (Başar 1988) . Accordingly, transitions of the brain waves which occur without defined external stimulation should also be considered as an active transition and approached with the method of Feynman diagrams. For the time being, however, the simpler case of transitions following defined sensory stimulation has been chosen.
As it was shown in several publications (Başar 1980 (Başar , 1983 (Başar , 1988b Başar et al. 1987) , there are several allowed and unallowed transitions of the EEG following stimulation. For example, if a subject emits abundant high amplitude alpha waves prior to application of a sensory stimulation, usually no enhancement of that frequency is seen in the encountered response. On the contrary, we then observe an alpha blocking. The same rule is true also for 40 Hz activity (Başar et al. 1987) Further, if the overall coherence between various structures of the brain is high, again the enhancement of EEG activity is low or vanishes. Additionally, there exist couplings between frequency components and also between amplitudes of various EEG components among different brain structures -for example, there is important coupling or similarity between 10 Hz activities of the reticular formation and thalamus as has been previously been described (Başar 1983a,b According to several publications the EEG is not only an activity that reflects some brain state, but also an activity that anticipates reactive mechanisms and controls the output to stimulation. Accordingly, the introduction of this new type of "grammar" may also serve to design experiments for the understanding of a large number of cognitive processes. The development of an ensemble of rules has already been proposed, similar to those of the Feynman diagrams for the interaction of elementary particles, and use these as a tool to understand the reaction function of the brain. This should be considered as a tentative step for combining several simultaneous measurements of brain processes and approach the question of "How brains may work" in a global manner. Particle physicists have found that this complexity should be handled in a reduced form, and in order to understand the behavior of electrons and photons, approximations are used which neglect all but the simple Feynman diagrams. By considering roughly the hundred simple diagrams for certain processes, physicists have been able to precisely predict important relations. As Başar and co-workers have shown (Başar 1980 (Başar , 1983b (Başar , 1988 Başar et al. 1987) , there are several alloyed and unalloyed transitions of the EEG following stimulation. For example, if a subject emits abundant high amplitude alpha waves prior to the application of a sensory stimulation, usually no enhancement of that frequency is seen in the response encountered. On the contrary, an alpha blocking is observed and the same rule is also true for 40 Hz activity (Başar et al., 1987 (Başar, 1983a, b) . Starting with a brain state matrix and developing new rules step by step (which should be experimentally evident and allow the facilitation and prohibition of several transitions of the brain rhythms) it could be possible to predict a large number of brain reactions that are analyzed as the brain's compound response potentials.
In accordance, this way of thinking maintains that the EEG is not only an activity that reflects some brain state, but also an activity that anticipates reactive mechanisms and controls the response to stimulation. Accordingly, the introduction of this new type of "grammar" may also serve to assist in the design of experiments that will contribute to the understanding of a large number of cognitive processes. It is further suggested that the brain obeys the same dynamic laws or rules, which govern the control of the brain's excitability as described in "Quantum Mechanics". If there is an excited state in an atom it is very difficult to increase the energy output of the same atom. The brain behaves similarly, if a neuronal population is in an excited state, cognitive or sensory stimulation cannot excite this population any further. Some rhythms or patterns in natural phenomena can be explained and/or predicted by the powerful Feynman diagrams.
Brain-Body Feynman Diagrams
What will be analyzed with Brain-Body Feynman Diagrams? The aim is to try to insert the entire history of the EEG activity combined with physiological settings prior to stimulation. As our memory is strongly influenced by physiological settings as blood pressure, respiratory cycles also with autonomous system. Since all functions of the brain are mostly in concerted action, the same chain of reasoning is also valid for integrative brain functions. If the electrophysiological responses of the brain depend on changes of cardiovascular input, i.e. blood pressure, respiratory cycles, the level of cholinergic or adrenalin secretion, the Feynman diagrams that predict the brain responses must also incorporate these physiological parameters. These physiological parameters are extended and/ or also influenced by emotional states. The emotional states can directly influence brain responses, however, emotional states can affect cardiovascular responsiveness, and this, in turn, may modify the electrical brain response. Figure  3 illustrates several factors that will be evaluated in order to build the Brain Feynman Diagrams. The most adequate way to start is to consider separate simple "Feynman Diagrams" to describe all these different psychophysiological events. A partial Feynman diagram could be developed to show the influence of emotions directly on the brain or a Feynman diagram developed to act on the cardiac output and also on the influences of the cardiac output to the Brain. Then the final Feynman diagram including all histories or physiological settings will be constituted from a chain of partial Feynman diagrams as a large tree with several branches.
Factors Shaping the Computing of BrainBody Feynman Diagrams
A Feynman diagram is a bookkeeping device for performing calculations in quantum field theory. In physics, the interaction between two particles is quantified by the cross section corresponding to their collision. This cross section, or more precisely the corresponding time evolution operator, propagator or S matrix, can be explained as a sum of terms. What needs to be considered in the interaction of stimulations with the neural populations in the Brain? As a first step here is a short story in time.
A sensory or cognitive stimulation to the brain evokes or induces oscillations. For the general bookkeeping the following processes are to be considered; (1) Activation of a given brain area with superposition of oscillations in alpha, beta, gamma theta, delta. (2) Phase re-ordering and phase-locking of the ongoing activity. (3) The oscillatory response is topology dependent. (4) In several frequencies there are blockings or enhancements depending on the level of prestimulus activity. (5) Coherences between the studied structures have an influence on the response. (6) The age factor plays an important role (shifting of alpha frequency from occipital to frontal areas. (7) These are some examples for bookkeeping or for describing the evolution of signals that need to be considered for the application of the Brain Feynman Diagrams.
There are several levels. The S-matrix is a matrix with multiple dimensions considering the accumulated rules depending on the parameters described above. Furthermore, all these rules depend on the topology of brain structures studied. Accordingly, weighting factors need to be introduced for the responsiveness or the brain response susceptibility.
How to develop a Grammar for Brain Feynman Diagrams?
In this section, Brain Feynman diagrams will be organized in order to show how to manifest Brain responses with diagrams including all time stories.
In Figure 4 alpha responses to light and auditory stimulation are illustrated for four topologically different areas. Light stimulation does not evoke any significant alpha responses at F 4 and T 4 locations, whereas light stimulation and auditory stimulation evoke alpha responses at O 2 and T 4 locations. Similarly, the child brain neither shows spontaneous nor evoked alpha activity until the age of three years (Fig 5) . These few simple analyzed diagrams can already give important insight into a comparative analysis. These types of simple rules can be extended for functional and comparative studies including diverse types of brain states, as well as coherence measures as descriptors of connectivity or correlation dimensions as descriptors of brain states. The building of more complex Brain Feynman diagrams will, most probably, facilitate the global analysis of electrophysiological events and enable research scientists to gain insights into brain functions that are more difficult to understand using detailed analytic research.
In the following some more examples on Brain Feynman Diagrams for simple cases (figures 5, 6, 7). The physiological explanations are described in the legends of the illustrations. In future, such diagram will evolve and present more complex neural processes. Kolev et al. 1994 and Başar Eroğlu et al.1994) 
How to compute Brain-Body Feynman Diagrams
It is more appropriate to use the term "quantum computing" to refer to any use of the effects considered "quantum mechanical" rather than "classical." Nearly all of the interest, today, is in "quantum parallelism". As a metaphor in brain theory the term uncertainty of brain reactions is used instead of the expression "quantum parallelism". According to David Deutsch (2003) (this "parallelism" can be understood as an extension of the Feynman path integral approach to quantum mechanics, in which the probability of a physical system for transition from a state A to state B can be statistically modeled. In quantum computing, the computer evolves along all possible paths from its initial state, and the probability of any particular final state will be given by a sum of all paths that lead to that state. Another way of describing this is to say that the computer evolves along an exponentially growing (multiplying with each step) number of paths, and in the final step all these parallel computations interfere with each other to determine the probabilities of various outcomes. Feynman suggested the possible relationship between quantum computing and nanotechnology as early as 1959. He also pointed out the fact that quantum computing is potentially more powerful than classical computing, since classical computers cannot simulate quantum mechanics efficiently, while quantum computers should be able to. In the previous section the approximate steps were described in order to put together several experimental facts to predict brain responses by considering all histories and the evolution of processes in the whole brain prior to stimulation. However, the other relevant processes of vegetative and biochemical processes in the whole body have been described, that can or may strongly influence the brain responsiveness (see Figure 4 , 7 and 8). As will also be considered in the following sections, the computation or predictions of brain responses with Feynman Diagrams is difficult. Therefore, powerful super computers (quantum computers) should be used to evaluate all possible combinations and interactions in the brain and CNS, and the following step is proposed; first, taking account of all possible processes in the brain and attempt to roughly predict the brain responses of a given subject depending on the age, pathological states and possibly emotional behavior. After doing this the corrections can be added to the computations stemming from changes in vegetative parameters; such as the effect of the increase or decrease of the arterial pressure on the alpha, theta or gamma responses; how diseases in the gastrointestinal systems accompanied by increased or decreased peristalsis effect the measured responses; the influence of changes in the balance in the lymphatic system on the brain's responsiveness? Most of the changes in brain oscillatory responses upon these physiological changes cannot be found in the neurophysiological literature. However, by continuing to use the brain oscillatory approaches it will only be a matter of time before sufficient empirical results are collected to describe modifications of brain oscillatory responses in all these non-physiological or pathological changes. An illustration, which may open the way for a Feynman presentation is presented in Figure 3 . Figure 3 ). The prediction of the occurrence of a brain response would depend on various types of initial conditions, meaning initial brain states and a great number of factors from body and environment converging as multiple inputs to the brain.
Possible Advantages of "Brain-Body
A great number of initial conditions have to be considered for brain processes. During signal processing of the brain, several hidden variables and/ or parameters influence the brain processing, and accordingly the manifestations of oscillatory activity. This means that several main processes and sub-processes are in play and several links have to be considered. These multiple processes, which occur in series and in parallel, can be computed as multiple trials by using random trials generated by a computer, billions of times (see Figure 8) . In this way, the brain reactions could be described and or predicted within limits of probabilistic windows. This is the essence of the Monte Carlo method used mainly in order to describe life histories of neutrons in nuclear reactions. Therefore, the Monte Carlo method seems to be a suitable approach for modeling brain-processes. In several sections of the present manuscript and in various papers a number of experimental approaches for the analysis of experimental results were supported by main idea of frameworks initiated by Norbert Wiener, The Copenhagen School, Hermann Haken, Donald Hebb, Charles Darwin, and also of F.A. von Hayek. Much has been earned from the work of outstanding mathematicians, system scientists, and theoretical physicists; this has giving rise to the multidisciplinary framework presented in this book and to the development of the oscillatory brain dynamics. However, a higher order way of thinking is that all these pathway opening scientists were from a mathematical background and tried to describe rules of the brain and mechanisms of thinking. Although enormous credit must be given to the developments by Cybernetics, Dissipative Structures, Catastrophe Theory, Synergetics, there is a strong argument for the necessity of direct knowledge from the brain (i.e. empirical results from the brain) in order to be able to understand the "principia" of brain working and the "principia of thinking". This means, learning from experimental results of the brain and from all that learning, establishing a theory containing a series of rules on brain functioning (Başar, 2006) . When trying to understand the brain and the goal is to develop a physical-physiological and philosophical construct, the starting point is not with mathematics to derive definitions; first the " principia mathematica" of the brain is decoded. The hypothesis is that this way of thinking is an adequate one. The human brain is the most complex structure in the universe known to us. Accordingly, a framework, which could enable an understanding of the brain, should be derived only from the language of the brain. Considering the descriptions in the present essay three important features should be underlined; (1) the brain is a learning system, its ability to react to external or internal inputs changes with time. The reactions of the learning brain can be completely different compared to the reactions of the emotional brain. (2) The brain's reactions change during evolution of species. (3) In the maturing brain from the early days of childhood to the adult brain, responses also change. (4) Creativity and related states of intuition cannot be explained by the earlier frameworks developed by mathematicians and theoretical physicists. By the application of oscillatory brain dynamics an area is approached in which an attempt can be made to measure all the four features mentioned above. It is important to emphasize that " The Nebulous Cartesian System" is a construct, a work in progress; in turn, this work may open new ways to deepen the understanding of brain function and possibly, the metaphysics of the brain. This is in keeping with the opinion of John von Neumann (1966) , who stated that: "[…] logics and mathematics in the central nervous system, when viewed as languages, must be structurally essentially different from those languages to which our common experience refers".
John Carew Eccles suggested in 1986 that the synapses in the cortex may respond in a probabilistic manner to neural excitation; a probability that, given the small dimension of synapses, could be governed by quantum uncertainty. Further, Hameroff and Penrose (1996) developed elegant working hypotheses that take into account the possible quantum nature of signal transmission at the micro-level, considering probable processes at the synaptic level. Such hypotheses will probably be more profoundly examined in future and will need experimental extensions. On the contrary, quantum like parallelisms of Başar that was first initiated in 1980 with quantum like resonances and in 1983 with the s-matrix metaphor has less ambitious goals by describing quantum-like probabilistic behavior of brain wave responses in observed brain reactions upon sensory-cognitive excitation. The quantum probabilistic behavior is not only found at the micro-level (synaptic level) and or in single level, but also chaotic dynamics resulting from multiple processes are also crucial entities. In pure physics, the dualism between wave and particles has a quasi-metaphysical role however; the brain is much more complex: The brain reaction susceptibility has multiple causalities. This can simply be called "Brain's Multiplicities" and these will have to be dealt with in parallel.
It is hoped that the proposals in this work may motivate a number of young neuroscientists to jointly evaluate results from various types of measurements and to accumulate them in the S-Matrix and in series of Feynman diagrams.
How far will this go? Time will tell.
